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Fifty Key Contemporary Thinkers 1994

this revised second edition from our bestselling key guides includes brand new
entries on some of the most influential thinkers of the twentieth and twenty
first century zizek bergson husserl heidegger butler and haraway with a new
introduction by the author sections on phenomenology and the post human full
cross referencing and up to date guides to major primary and secondary texts
this is an essential resource to contemporary critical thought for
undergraduates and the interested reader

Fifty Key Contemporary Thinkers 2007-08-07

this revised second edition from our bestselling key guides includes brand new
entries on some of the most influential thinkers of the twentieth and twenty
first century zizek bergson husserl heidegger butler and haraway with a new
introduction by the author sections on phenomenology and the post human full
cross referencing and up to date guides to major primary and secondary texts
this is an essential resource to contemporary critical thought for
undergraduates and the interested reader

Fifty Key Contemporary Thinkers 2008

the last few decades have witnessed an explosion in ideas and theories on art
art itself has never been so topical but much recent thinking remains
inaccessible and difficult to use this book assesses the work of those thinkers
including artists who have had a major impact on making criticizing and
interpreting art since the 1960s with entries by leading international experts
this book presents a concise critical appraisal of thinkers and their ideas
about art and its place in the wider cultural context a guide to the key
thinkers who shape today s world of art this book is a vital reference for
anyone interested in modern and contemporary art its history philosophy and
practice theodor adorno roland barthes georges bataille jean baudrillard walter
benjamin jm bernstein pierre bourdieu nicolas bourriaud benjamin buchloh daniel
buren judith butler noël carroll stanley cavell tj clark arthur c danto gilles
deleuze jacques derrida george dickie thierry de duve james elkins hal foster
michel foucault michael fried dan graham clement greenberg fredric jameson mike
kelley mary kelly melanie klein joseph kosuth rosalind krauss julia kristeva
barbara kruger niklas luhmann jean françois lyotard maurice merleau ponty wjt
mitchell robert morris linda nochlin adrian piper griselda pollock robert
smithson jeff wall albrecht wellmer richard wollheim

Fifty Key Contemporary Thinkers 2008

fifty key contemporary thinkers surveys the most important figures who have
influenced post war thought the reader is guided through structuralism
semiotics post marxism and annales history on to modernity and postmodernity
with its comprehensive biographical and bibliographical information this book
provides a vital reference work of the last fifty years

Art 2007-01-01

the new study provides a fresh and timely reassessment of the political
philosophy of hannah arendt while analysing the central themes of arendt s work



phillip hansen also shows that her work makes a significant contribution to
contemporary debates specifically hansen argues that arendt provides a powerful
account of what it means to think and act politically this account can
establish the grounds for a contemporary citizen rationality in the face of
threat to a genuine politics amoung other issues hansen discusses arendt s
conception of history and historical action her account of politics and of the
distinction between public and private her analysis of totalitarianism as the
most ominous form of false politics and her treatment of revolution the book is
a balanced and opportune reappraisal of arendt s contributions to social and
political theory it will be welcomed by students and scholars in politics
sociology and philosophy

Fifty Key Contemporary Thinkers 2006-08-21

this book is the first comprehensive exposition of the work of one of the most
important intellectual historians and political theorists writing today quentin
skinner s treatment of political theory as a dimension of political life marks
a revolutionary move in the historical as well as the philosophical study of
political thought skinner brings the study of political theory closer to the
language of agents and treats theorists as politicians of a special kind this
is as true of his accounts of his contemporaries such as rawls rorty geertz and
habermas as it is of his interpretations of classical thinkers such as
machiavelli and hobbes skinner has become internationally renowned for this
approach which ties together historical and contemporary analysis in order to
integrate the study of the past and the present and which tries fully to
uncover the historical context and development of key concepts in political
theory such as freedom and the state this volume charts skinner s work from the
early 1960s right up to the present including his most recent studies in the
theory of persuasive speech and is organized around five major themes history
linguistic action political thought liberty and rhetoric it pays particular
attention to skinner s work in relation to that of continental thinkers
especially max weber and reinhart koselleck the book will be essential reading
for students and scholars of political and social theory history philosophy and
cultural studies

Hannah Arendt 1993-08-30

bruno latour is among the most important figures in contemporary philosophy and
social science his ethnographic studies have revolutionized our understanding
of areas as diverse as science law politics and religion to facilitate a more
realistic understanding of the world latour has introduced a radically fresh
philosophical terminology and a new approach to social science actor network
theory in seminal works such as laboratory life we have never been modern and
an inquiry into modes of existence latour has outlined an alternative to the
foundational categories of modern western thought Ð particularly its
distinction between society and nature Ð that has major consequences for our
understanding of the ecological crisis and of the role of science in democratic
societies latour s empirical philosophy has evolved considerably over the past
four decades in this lucid and compelling book gerard de vries provides one of
the first overviews of latour s work he guides readers through latour s main
publications from his early ethnographies to his more recent philosophical
works showing with considerable skill how latour s ideas have developed this
book will be of great value to students and scholars attempting to come to
terms with the immense challenge posed by latour s thought it will be of



interest to those studying philosophy anthropology sociology science and
technology studies and almost all other branches of the social sciences and
humanities

Quentin Skinner 2003-06-02

the third edition of this popular and established core textbook provides an
invaluable guide to 24 of the most influential thinkers in sociology written by
leading academics in the field key sociological thinkers provides a clear and
contextualised introduction to classical and contemporary theory each chapter
offers an insightful assessment of a different theorist exploring their lives
works and legacies and in a much valued seeing things differently section
authors demonstrate how each thinker s ideas can be used to illuminate aspects
of social life in new ways with frameworks for deep learning around group
discussion this continues be an essential text for undergraduate and
postgraduate modules on sociological and social theory new to this edition four
new chapters on mead du bois latour and alexander five chapters by new authors
on existing key thinkers durkheim merton goffman bourdieu and giddens a major
new introduction an updated structured and annotated further reading section
for each thinker extended accounts of 13 additional thinkers who have
influenced or been influenced by the key thinkers

Bruno Latour 2018-02-12

hans georg gadamer is one of the leading philosophers in the world today his
philosophical hermeneutics has had a major impact in a wide range of
disciplines including the social sciences literary criticism theology and
jurisprudence truth and method his major work is widely recognised to be one of
the great classics of twentieth century thought in this book georgia warnke
provides a clear and systematic exposition of gadamer s work as well as a
balanced and thoughtful assessment of his views warnke gives particular
attention to the ways in which gadamer s work has been taken up and criticised
by literary critics social theorists and philosophers such as hirsch habermas
and rorty she thus provides an introduction to gadamer which demonstrates the
relevance of his work to current debates in a variety of disciplines this book
will be invaluable to students and specialists throughout the humanities and
social sciences as well as to anyone who is interested in the most important
developments in contemporary thought

Key Sociological Thinkers 2017-09-16

companion volume to lechte s best selling 50 key contemporary thinkers guides
readers in understanding society and culture in the twenty first century
encyclopedic format covers such topics as cybernetics quantum theory ideology
and aesthetics

Gadamer 1991-01-16

amartya sen is one of the world s best known voices for the poor the destitute
and the downtrodden and an inspiration for policy makers and activists across
the globe he has also contributed almost without peer to the study of economics
philosophy and politics transforming social choice theory development economics
ethics political philosophy and indian political economy to list but a few this
book offers a much needed introduction to amartya sen s extraordinary variety



of ideas lawrence hamilton provides an excellent accessible guide to the full
range of sen s writings contextualizing his ideas and summarizing the
associated debates in elegant prose hamilton reconstructs sen s critiques of
the major philosophies of his time assesses his now famous concern for
capabilities as an alternative for thinking about poverty inequality gender
discrimination development democracy and justice and unearths some overlooked
gems throughout these major theoretical and philosophical achievements are
subjected to rigorous scrutiny amartya sen is a major work on one of the most
influential economists and philosophers of the last couple of centuries it will
be invaluable to students and scholars across the humanities and social
sciences and an excellent guide for policy makers legislators and global
activists

Quine 1988-01-01

dermot moran provides a lucid engaging and critical introduction to edmund
husserl s philosophy with specific emphasis on his development of phenomenology
this book is a comprehensive guide to husserl s thought from its origins in
nineteenth century concerns with the nature of scientific knowledge and with
psychologism through his breakthrough discovery of phenomenology and his
elucidation of the phenomenological method to the late analyses of culture and
the life world husserl s complex ideas are presented in a clear and expert
manner individual chapters explore husserl s key texts including philosophy of
arithmetic logical investigations ideas i cartesian meditations and crisis of
the european sciences in addition moran offers penetrating criticisms and
evaluations of husserl s achievement including the contribution of his
phenomenology to current philosophical debates concerning consciousness and the
mind edmund husserl is an invaluable guide to understanding the thought of one
of the seminal thinkers of the twentieth century it will be helpful to students
of contemporary philosophy and to those interested in scientific literary and
cultural studies on the european continent

Key Contemporary Concepts 2003

stanley cavell is a leading figure in american philosophy and one of the most
exhilarating and wide ranging intellectuals of our time in this book espen
hammer offers a lucid and thorough account of the development of cavell s work
from his early writings on ordinary language philosophy and skepticism to his
most recent contributions to film studies literary theory romanticism ethics
and politics the book traces the many lines of skepticism occurring in cavell s
work and shows how they amount to a rich and subtle picture of human
subjectivity hammer explores cavell s passionate engagement with austin and
wittgenstein s visions of language and his uncovering of conceptions of the
ordinary in emerson and thoreau central sections of the book are devoted to the
tragic and the comic as these modes of existence come into play in shakespeare
and hollywood cinematic drama in elaborating cavell s responses to thinkers
such as heidegger levinas and derrida the author situates cavell s writing
within the wider context of contemporary continental philosophy hammer clearly
reveals the existential dimensions of cavell s thought he argues that his
variant of ordinary language philosophy is a vital stimulus to self
transformation in cognitive aesthetic ethical and political domains
contributing significantly to a rethinking of issues such as responsibility and
autonomy and the relationship between philosophy and literature a critical
introduction to the thought of an inordinately complex writer this book will be



of great interest to students and scholars in philosophy literary theory
cultural theory comparative literature and media and cultural studies

Amartya Sen 2019-06-10

the life and thought of major figures in western political thought from ancient
greece to the present day the entries provide an accessible and clearly written
introduction to the major ideas and schools of thought which have shaped
contemporary politics including figures such as aristotle machiavelli jean
jacques rousseau thomas paine mary wollstonecraft karl marx mohandas ghandi
simone de beauvoir michel foucault and jurgen habermas

Edmund Husserl 2005

an essential roadmap to the key concepts which frame our understanding of
society and culture from cybernetics to quantum theory from ideology to power
from aesthetics to mimesis this book spans a range of disciplines to provide an
insight into the current scientific and intellectual state of society

Stanley Cavell 2002-03-22

first published in 1999 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa
company

Fifty Major Political Thinkers 2003

space and place are at the heart of how geographers and sociologists think this
updated edition of the essential undergraduate text will introduce you to the
most influential thinkers in the tradition of social theory with a new focus on
the past fifty years this book is designed to engage with theoretical debates
in human geography through the individuals who have made the most significant
contributions to this field this will show you how ideas are shaped by contexts
and how those ideas in turn effect change this book shows how theoretical
understandings evolve shift and change it also highlights the connections
between different thinkers whose ideas are developed in collaboration with or
in reaction to others spatial thought is never developed in a vacuum but is
always constructed by individuals and groups of people located in particular
institutional and social structures with their own sets of personal and
political beliefs the biographical approach of this book reveals how individual
thinkers draw on a rich legacy of ideas from past and contemporary generations
with increased coverage of international and female thinkers as well as those
who work against eurocentric notions of space and place this book reveals the
exciting reorientation of geography towards new ideas and methods in the last
decade each entry contextualises its subject within on going inter disciplinary
debates and important political moments as well as highlighting connections
between different thinkers together the chapters uncover the rich and diverse
evolution of social theory equipping you with the foundational ideas of
geographical thought each entry offers the following components i a short
biography ii an explanation of ideas iii an exploration of how their ideas have
been used and critiqued iv a selective bibliography of key publications and key
publications which review or critique



Key Contemporary Concepts 2003-02-24

zizek is hailed as the most significant interdisciplinary thinker of modern
times his work is a powerful often explosive combination of lacanian
psychoanalysis and philosophy which tests key psychoanalytical concepts against
the ideas of major european thinkers especially hegel it has ignited enthusiasm
and stimulated new approaches across a vast range of disciplines and seems to
be attracting an ever growing readership in part this is because zizek himself
has a panoramic range of interests encompassing film studies literature cyber
culture ethics theology and above all politics it is also because he is a
highly entertaining writer having a flair for anecdote a smutty sense of humour
and the knack of capturing complex ideas in concrete form sarah kay s book
provides a lucid and comprehensive introduction to zizek s work his writings to
date are presented and evaluated here for the first time together with an
outline of their development and explanations of his key premises themes and
terms this book will be essential reading for students of cultural studies
literary studies philosophy and social and political theory

Fifty Key Thinkers in International Relations
2013-03-07

michael dummett stands out among his generation as the only british philosopher
of language to rival in stature the americans davidson and quine in conjunction
with them he has been responsible for much of the framework within which
questions concerning meaning and understanding are raised and answered in the
late twentieth century anglo american tradition dummett s output has been
prolific and highly influential but not always as accessible as it deserves to
be this book sets out to rectify this situation karen green offers the first
comprehensive introduction to dummett s philosophy of language providing an
overview and summary of his most important arguments she argues that dummett
should not be understood as a determined advocate of anti realism but that his
greatest contribution to the philosophy of language is to have set out the
strengths and weaknesses of the three most influential positions within
contemporary theory of meaning realism as epitomised by frege the holism to be
found in wittgenstein quine and davidson and the constructivism which can be
extracted from brouwer it demonstrates that analytic philosophy as dummett
practices it is by no means an outmoded approach to thinking about language but
that it is relevant both to cognitive science and to phenomenology

Key Thinkers on Space and Place 2024-05-11

this book explores the relevance of key thinkers in social science from
historical traditions to contemporary philosophers and the nature of modern
society and how theories and concepts can be used to shed light on trends and
inequalities around the world in which these thinkers lived history is fast
moving the book attempts to explore the works of weber durkheim and marx in the
first three chapters to illustrate how their varieties of social science gave
intimation about the social world in terms of social disorder and the remedies
and actions needed to bring about social justice the latter three chapters
explore arguably the three most influential thinkers in social science of the
20th century parsons foucault and habermas these thinkers in different ways
gave a number of diagnoses of modern society some arguing for more balance
between individuals and society as best regulated by institutions such as the



family parsons others argued for a more sophisticated understanding of power
and how it plays out for social groups in modern society foucault whilst for
others critical social scientists should be focusing on defending the
enlightenment ideals of reason and rationality as we go further into the 21st
century the book raises questions and provides many examples to stimulate
thoughtful reflection about all our yesterdays todays and tomorrows

Zizek 2003-04-29

a collection of biographies of fifty people who have helped make management
what it is today

Dummett 2001-10-08

a chronological guide to influential greek and roman writers fifty key
classical authors is an invaluable introduction to the literature philosophy
and history of the ancient world including essays on sappho polybius and lucan
as well as on major figures such as homer plato catullus and cicero this book
is a vital tool for all students of classical civilization

Key Thinkers in Social Science 2013

psychology is an integral element of sport today from the applied techniques of
coaches and athletes to the socio psychological behaviour of sport fans sport
and exercise psychology the key concepts offers an introductory guide to the
vocabulary of sport psychology to its central theories and most important
avenues of research and to its application in sports performance modern and
historical illustrations are used throughout the text while an extensive
bibliography and index ensure that the book is an indispensable research tool
for any student of sport psychology

Fifty Key Figures in Management 2003

reflecting the changes within british society politics during the 20th century
the entries in this book provide an overview of the lives influence of 50
figures in modern british political history chart the development of key issues

Fifty Key Classical Authors 2002

exploring what great philosophers have written about the nature of knowledge
and about how we know what we know this is a concise and accessible
introduction to the field of epistemology epistemology the key thinkers tells
the story of how epistemological thinking has developed over the centuries
through the work of the finest thinkers on the topic chapters by leading
contemporary scholars guide readers through the ideas of key philosophers
beginning with plato and aristotle through descartes and the british
empiricists to such twentieth century thinkers such as wittgenstein quine
goldman and beyond the final chapter looks to the future highlighting some of
the very latest debates that energise philosophical writing today about
knowledge each chapter ends with a guide to further reading encouraging
students to explore the key writings for themselves making epistemology the key
thinkers a perfect guide for study revision and reference



Sport and Exercise Psychology: The Key Concepts
2006-02-06

key writers on art the twentieth century offers a unique and authoritative
guide to modern responses to art featuring 48 essays on the most important
twentieth century writers and thinkers and written by an international panel of
expert contributors it introduces readers to key approaches and analytical
tools used in the study of contemporary art it discusses writers such as adorno
barthes benjamin freud greenberg heuser kristeva merleau ponty pollock read and
sontag

Fifty Key Figures in Twentieth-century British
Politics 2002

while white racism has global dimensions it has an unshakeable lease on life in
south african political organizations and its educational system donnarae
maccann and yulisa maddy here provide a thorough and provocative analysis of
south african children s literature during the key decade around nelson mandela
s release from prison their research demonstrates that the literature of this
period was derived from the same milieu intellectual educational religious
political and economic that brought white supremacy to south africa during
colonial times this volume is a signal contribution to the study of children s
literature and its relation to racism and social conditions

Epistemology: The Key Thinkers 2012-04-26

donald davidson is unquestionably one of america s greatest living philosophers
his influence on anglo american philosophy over the last twenty years has been
enormous and his work is an unavoidable reference point in current debates in
the philosophy of language and the philosophy of mind this book offers a
systematic and accessible introduction to davidson s work evnine begins by
discussing davidson s contribution to the philosophy of mind including his
views on action events and causation he then examines davidson s work in the
philosophy of language the link between meaning and truth radical
interpretation and semantic holism are considered in detail the final chapters
deal with the metaphysical aspects of davidson s work and seek to assess his
philosophical project as a whole

Key Writers on Art: The Twentieth Century 2005-06-27

fifty key thinkers on history is a superb guide to historiography through the
ages the cross section of debates and thinkers covered is unique in its breadth
taking in figures from ancient china greece and rome through the middle ages to
contemporary europe america africa and australia from bede to braudel marx to
michelet ranke to rowbotham foucault to fukuyama each clear and concise essay
offers biographical information a summary and discussion of the subjects
approach to history and how others have engaged with it a list of their major
works and a guide to diverse resources for further study including books
articles films and websites



International Relations 2002

globalization key thinkers offers a critical commentary on the leading thinkers
in the contemporary globalization debate as well as new arguments about the
future direction of globalization thinking the book guides the reader through
the key arguments of leading thinkers explaining their place in the wider
globalization debate and evaluating their critical reception eleven thematic
chapters focus on one or two key thinkers covering every aspect of the
globalization debate including the theoretical arguments of anthony giddens and
manuel castells to the positive arguments of thomas friedman and martin wolf
and the reforming ideas of joseph stiglitz other chapters variously address the
ideas of immanuel wallerstein arjun appadurai paul hirst naomi klein grahame
thompson david held anthony mcgrew michael hardt antonio negri saskia sassen
and peter dicken each chapter also provides some carefully selected
recommendations for further reading for the thinkers discussed the book ends
with a concluding chapter that examines how thinking about globalization is
likely to develop in future whilst individual chapters can stand alone the book
is designed as a whole to enhance the reader s understanding of how different
thinkers ideas relate and contrast to each other

Donald Davidson 1991

human rights are in crisis today everywhere one looks there is violence
deprivation and oppression which human rights norms seem powerless to prevent
this book investigates the roots of the current crisis through the thought of
italian philosopher giorgio agamben human rights theory and practice must come
to grips with key problems identified by agamben quote the violence of the
sovereign state of exception and the reduction of humanity to bare life any
renewal of human rights today must involve breaking decisively with the
traditional coordinates of western political thought and instead affirm a new
understanding of life and political action

Fifty Key Thinkers on History 2007-10-31

martin heidegger is among the most important philosophers of the twentieth
century within the continental tradition almost every great figure has been
deeply influenced by his work for this reason a full understanding of the
course of modern philosophy is impossible without at least a basic grasp of
heidegger unfortunately his work is notoriously difficult both because of his
innovative ideas and his difficult writing style in this compelling book lee
braver cuts through the jargon to present heidegger s ideas in clear english
using illuminating examples and explications of thorny passages in so doing he
offers readers an accessible overview of heidegger s entire career the first
half of the book presents a guide through being and time heidegger s early
masterpiece while the second half covers the key themes of his later writing
including technology subjectivity history nihilism agency and the nature of
thought itself as heidegger s later work is deeply engaged with other
philosophers braver explains the relevance of plato descartes kant and
nietzsche for heidegger s thought this book will be of great interest to
students and scholars trying to find their way through heidegger s difficult
ideas anyone interested in twentieth century continental philosophy must come
to terms with heidegger and this book is the ideal place to begin



Globalization 2010-07-13

michael dummett stands out among his generation as the only british philosopher
of language to rival in stature the americans davidson and quine in conjunction
with them he has been responsible for much of the framework within which
questions concerning meaning and understanding are raised and answered in the
late twentieth century anglo american tradition dummett s output has been
prolific and highly influential but not always as accessible as it deserves to
be this book sets out to rectify this situation karen green offers the first
comprehensive introduction to dummett s philosophy of language providing an
overview and summary of his most important arguments she argues that dummett
should not be understood as a determined advocate of anti realism but that his
greatest contribution to the philosophy of language is to have set out the
strengths and weaknesses of the three most influential positions within
contemporary theory of meaning realism as epitomised by frege the holism to be
found in wittgenstein quine and davidson and the constructivism which can be
extracted from brouwer it demonstrates that analytic philosophy as dummett
practices it is by no means an outmoded approach to thinking about language but
that it is relevant both to cognitive science and to phenomenology

Agamben and the Politics of Human Rights 2013-05-23

fifty contemporary film directors examines the work of some of today s most
popular and influential cinematic figures it provides an accessible overview of
each director s contribution to cinema incorporating a discussion of their
career major works and impact revised throughout and with twelve new entries
this second edition is an up to date introduction to some of the most prominent
film makers of the present day the directors from differing backgrounds and
working across a range of genres include martin scorsese steven spielberg sofia
coppola julie dash shane meadow michael moore peter jackson guillermo del toro
tim burton jackie chan ang lee pedro almodóvar with further reading and a
filmography accompanying each entry this comprehensive guide is indispensable
to all those studying contemporary film and will appeal to anyone interested in
the key individuals behind modern cinema s greatest achievements

Heidegger 2014-04-10

hayek has been one of the key liberal thinkers of the twentieth century he has
also been much misunderstood his work has crossed disciplines economics
philosophy and political science and national boundaries he was an early critic
of keynes and became famous in the 1940s for his warnings that the advance of
collectivism in western democracies was the road to serfdom he was a key figure
in the post war revival of free market liberalism and achieved renewed
notoriety and some political influence in the 1970s and 1980s as one of the
chief intellectual inspirations for the new right in britain and the united
states this book traces hayek s intellectual formation in austrian economics
and english liberalism it analyzes the main themes of his thought such as the
idea of a market order the nature of knowledge the limits of government and his
critiques of socialism and conservatism and assesses the originality and
internal coherence of his account of liberalism and modernity as well as his
interventions in policy debates it argues that hayek the social scientist has
to be disentangled from hayek the ideologue in order to appreciate the
importance and implications of some of his insights into the nature of modern
societies as a critical guide to one of the most influential thinkers of our



times this book is an indispensable source it will be of interest to students
in politics economics and philosophy as well as to all those interested in a
comprehensive introduction to one of the most controversial thinkers of the
twentieth century

Dummett 2013-05-02

are your students baffled by baudrillard dazed by deleuze confused by kristeva
other beginners guides can feel as impenetrable as the original texts to
students who think in images contemporary thinkers reframed instead uses the
language of the arts to explore the usefulness in practice of complex ideas
short contemporary and accessible these lively books utilise actual examples of
artworks films television shows works of architecture fashion and even computer
games to explain and explore the work of the most commonly taught thinkers
conceived specifically for the visually minded the series will prove invaluable
to students right across the visual arts single handedly responsible for the
influential and ominous notion of the gaze d by everybody yet fully understood
by few lacan s work can be difficult to grasp going back to basics this
introduction guides the reader through lacan s key concepts by looking at art
from the mona lisa through to bridget riley s paintings and by looking afresh
at key works discussed by lacan himself from holbein s famous the ambassadors
to velazquez s las meninas making sense of lacan s sometimes convoluted style
this highly readable introduction to one of the most frequently d thinkers also
explores the reasons why human beings make and look at art bloomsbury
publishing

Fifty Contemporary Film Directors 2010-10-04

this two volume set is part of a growing body of literature concerned with the
history of biblical interpretation the ample introduction first situates key
players in the story of the development of the major strands of biblical
interpretation since the enlightenment identifying how different theoretical
and methodological approaches are related to each other and describing the
academic environment in which they emerged and developed volume 1 contains
fourteen essays on twenty two interpreters who were principally active before
1980 and volume 2 has nineteen essays on twenty seven of those who were active
primarily after this date each chapter provides a brief biography of one or
more scholars as well as a detailed description of their major contributions to
the field this is followed by an often new application of the scholar s theory
by focusing on the individual scholars and their work the book recognizes that
interpretive approaches arise out of certain circumstances and that scholars
are influenced by and have influences upon both other interpreters and the
times in which they live this set is ideal for any class on the history of
biblical interpretation and for those who want a greater understanding of how
the current field of biblical studies developed

Hayek 2013-07-03

Lacan Reframed 2008



Pillars in the History of Biblical Interpretation,
Volume 2 2016-11-03
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